Realising A
Africa’s
aviation
potential

frica is a rapidly growing
continent of well over
a billion people, with
a landmass around
three times larger than
Europe and home to some of the
planet’s most packed conurbations.
Despite an extraordinary population
surge over the last 50 years, Africa’s
aviation network has failed to keep
pace. Those wishing to fly between
Nigerian megacity Lagos and the
Egyptian capital of Cairo must settle
for a single daily direct flight – and on
some days none at all. This is the level
of service between two metropolises
that rank first and second on the list
of most populated cities in Africa –
with a combined total of more than 20
million inhabitants.
The same can be said of many
of the air routes linking the
continent’s other large cities.
There are no direct flights
between Algiers and
Kinshasa, the capitals
of Algeria and the

Tom Batchelor examines the challenges and
opportunities posed as the continent seeks
to strengthen its routes
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Kenya Airways is one
of the continent's
most prominent
international carriers
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Democratic Republic of Congo. Nor
can you reach Johannesburg in
South Africa from Casablanca in
Morocco without changing planes.
These make up the six largest
urban agglomerations in Africa,
yet to reach many of them requires
awkward stopovers in the Middle
East or Europe, adding hours to
the journey. Africa’s size offers
significant scope for air services,
so why are these routes not being
served, and could a pan-African
airline group plug the gap?

Promising partnership

Moves towards something
resembling an intracontinental
carrier were made
in September 2021
when two of its
major players, Kenya
Airways and South African

Airways (SAA), signed a strategic
partnership framework with the
aim of co-starting a “pan-African
airline group” by 2023, “taking
advantage of strengths of the two
airlines’ busy hubs”. The deal, which
has the support of both countries’
governments, includes shared
services in the areas of route networks
and fleet and capacity deployment,
and will include economic, technical,
maintenance and repair tie-ups to
achieve savings for both airlines.
A report by Lufthansa Consulting
and the African Airlines Association
(AFRAA), a Nairobi, Kenyaheadquartered trade association,
showed that in 2019 (pre-pandemic),
the diminutive African aviation
market had 200 million seats,
compared with 2.2 billion in Asia,
1.7 billion in Europe and 1.4 billion
in North America. Commenting
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which rose from the near-dead in
September, having been grounded for
a year following persistent financial
difficulties that were compounded by
the pandemic. The slimmed-down
flag carrier was granted a renewed
operating licence by the regulator, the
South African Civil Aviation Authority,
in August 2021 before resuming
flights on a select number of domestic
routes, as well as linking its hub in
Johannesburg with a handful of
international destinations including
Accra, Harare, Kinshasa, Lagos and
Lusaka. Simon Newton-Smith, SAA’s
chief commercial officer, remains
optimistic about African aviation's
long-term future. He said: “Inevitably
COVID has been a major bump in the
road on the long-term trajectory for
air travel, but the fact is that demand
will continue to grow as the planet
gets wealthier and more populous. The
African continent remains the most
underserved in the world and one
of the few regions on the planet that
has room to grow. By 2037, air travel
volume in Africa will be twice what it
was in 2017, despite COVID, and SAA is
planning to meet that opportunity.”

Potential challenges

on the new partnership (which
SAA has insisted is not a merger)
and the opportunities it presents, a
spokesperson for Kenya Airways told
Airliner World: “While other markets
have consolidated their aviation
assets with one or two big operators,
African airlines remain fragmented.
We are competing among ourselves
instead of co-operating; little wonder
African airlines have been recording
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ABOVE • Virgin Nigeria
Airways was a joint
venture between the
London-based Virgin
Group and local investors
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TOP • While inbound tourism
is an important part of
the aviation mix, robust
intra-African air links are
vital for wider economic
and cultural development
V1IMAGES/EDDY CUPERUS

losses. By working together we will
be able to increase passenger traffic,
cargo opportunities and general trade
by taking advantage of strengths in
South Africa, Kenya, and Africa.” The
spokesperson said the partnership
would improve the financial viability
of both airlines and customers would
benefit from more competitive prices.
The deal marks a remarkable, if
still fragile, turnaround for SAA,

With the Kenya-SAA tie-up, the
prospect of improved intracontinental
connectivity is on the horizon, but
a host of challenges remain. The
majority of African countries have
been underserved for decades, in part
because of protectionist behaviour
by some national governments and
regulators. There has also been a focus
on more lucrative intercontinental
routes instead of domestic and
regional service development.
Compounding the problem has been a
lack of co-operation between carriers,
though with the economic shock that

South African Airways'
Airbus A340s once formed
the backbone of the flag
carrier's long-haul fleet
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An Air Afrique McDonnell
Douglas DC-10-30, TU-TAL
(c/n 46890) at Paris/Charles
de Gaulle airport in 1996
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the pandemic has brought, airlines
have shown a greater willingness
to form alliances to lower operating
costs and increase revenues and
connectivity. This is evidenced
through the SAA and Kenya Airways
deal, but also through a codeshare
agreement signed in October 2021
between RwandAir and Qatar
Airways, to offer travellers more choice
across Africa, with the Rwandan flag
carrier also launching non-stop flights
in December between its Kigali hub
and Doha. Passengers stand to benefit
from seamless ticketing, check-in,
boarding and baggage services.
Catrin Drawer, an international
aviation expert and partner
at Lufthansa Consulting with
responsibility for the Africa region,
said airline expansion across the
continent continued to be hampered,
but there was cause for optimism.
Commenting alongside Arvind
Chandrasekhar, an associate partner
at the same firm, she told Airliner
World: “There are several factors that
have prevented airlines from opening
more routes [in Africa]. Flying is
expensive! Fuel costs, lease costs

and financing costs can often be
much higher than in other parts of the
world, limiting the ability of airlines
to expand in a financially sustainable
way. High price sensitivity among the
passenger pool doesn’t help either.”
Drawer highlighted more than 200
“unequal taxes” that were causing a
financial and administrative burden,
while she said that the continued
presence of underperforming
state-owned carriers, sometimes
supported by unsustainable subsidies,
suppressed expansion. Add to this
infrastructure constraints, such as
small airfields or a lack of night-time
operations, the often fragile diplomatic
relations between nations, cultural
mismatches, and the possibilities for
airlines to grow are further limited.
The pandemic presents
an added complication.
From January to November
2021, air passenger
traffic in Africa
reached just 41.6%
compared with
the same
period in

2019, while capacity stood at 58%,
according to AFRAA's figures.
The origins of two of the five
coronavirus ‘variants of concern’
being tracked by the World Health
Organisation – Beta and Omicron
– had links to southern Africa, and
the continent’s vaccine programmes
are lagging, not helped by wealthier
nations’ apparent reluctance to share
stockpiles. Despite the challenges,
“things are certainly improving”,
Drawer added. “Over 90 new routes
have been launched in the last two
years, in spite of the pandemic.”

Opportunities abound

Africa’s population represents
around 17% of the
global total, yet its
air transport accounts
for less than a 3% share
according to AFRAA.
In financial terms,
African airlines haven’t
collectively recorded a
profit since 2010, in contrast
to international carriers,
many of whom chartered a
recovery from
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ABOVE • Cairo's sprawling
international airport serves
one of Africa's largest cities
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the 2008 global crash, the trade
association noted.
Amid the gloom, there are real
opportunities for significant growth,
especially from such a low base. For
starters, there is a young, rapidly
urbanising population (Africa
is among the fastest-growing
continents), making it an attractive
prospect for foreign investors,
and AFRAA estimates traffic will
double within the next 20 years.
One institution hoping to drive this
development is the African Union,
whose ‘AGENDA 2063’ masterplan
aims to transform the continent
into the “global powerhouse of
the future”, including a number of
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flagship transport and trade policies
that should help airlines flourish.
Among them is the establishment of
the African Continental Free Trade
Agreement (AfCFTA), which aims to
accelerate intra-African commerce
and push for freedom of movement
by removing restrictions on Africans’
ability to travel, work and live within
their own continent. Both of these
will require a strong aviation sector to
facilitate any expansion.
Then there is the Single African Air
Transport Market (SAATM), a proposal
to create a single, unified air transport
market in Africa. This would allow
aircraft to fly freely between the 35
states that have signed up to the

initiative, representing more than
80% of the aviation market. AFRAA
estimates that SAATM will cut journey
times by around 20% and reduce fares
by between 30 and 50%. However,
more than 30 years since it was first
proposed, the continent is yet to see a
full implementation of SAATM.

Back to the future?

As exciting as these developments
are, it is worth noting that Africa
has already had a pan-continental
carrier. Air Afrique was founded by
11 states (Benin, Burkina Faso, the
Republic of the Congo, Central African
Republic, Côte d'Ivoire, Chad, Togo,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger and Senegal)

in 1961 and operated until 2002, when
a combination of financial problems
and the competing interests of
different shareholders triggered
its collapse.
The now-defunct airline, which
was headquartered in Abidjan, Ivory
Coast, served as an important tool
for economic development in Africa,
carrying hundreds of thousands of
passengers a year on an eclectic mix
of aircraft, including Airbus A300 and
A310s and Boeing 707 and 737s, before
bankruptcy saw it cede routes to Air
France and others.
A possible return to the Air Afrique
model of multinational alliances
“still remains valid for Africa and

is achievable”, said an AFRAA
spokesperson, but added that other
options should also be considered, for
example “a lead airline plus ‘satellites’
or existing airlines forming a new
common airline as ‘shareholders’”.
While Air Afrique is no longer with
us, the current aviation market is still
dominated by a few big players. Way
out in front is Ethiopian Airlines,
which operates by far the largest
fleet on the continent (with 130
aircraft currently in use, and 20 on
order), followed by Egyptair and
Royal Air Maroc. A spokesperson for
Ethiopian Airlines said the airline
was seeking to capitalise on the
African aviation market’s “huge and

Over the last decade,
Ethiopian Airlines
has enjoyed impressive
growth, becoming the
continent's biggest
carrier by most metrics
AVIATION IMAGE
NETWORK/BAOLUO

untapped potential”. They said the
existing market was dominated by
non-African carriers, but “Africans
can fill the gap in efficient air
transportation”. (In fact, nonAfrican airlines have taken around
80% market share of all African
intercontinental traffic).

International interests
An Egyptair Boeing
787-9 Dreamliner, SU-GET
(c/n 38801) on approach
to Amsterdam
V1IMAGES/WILKO
DOODHAGEN

Ethiopian Airlines is already
positioning itself as a pan-African
business,
with hubs in
Togo, Malawi,
Mozambique
and Chad.
However,
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most travellers visiting Africa will
do so on European, Middle Eastern
or even North American airlines.
The expansive global networks of
carriers such as Turkish Airlines,
Emirates and Qatar Airways
facilitate efficient connections from
their hubs in Istanbul, Dubai and
Doha, respectively. Some of those
operating a hub-and-spoke model
have built partnerships with local
airlines to strengthen their reach,
such as the aforementioned QatarRwandAir deal. Likewise, SAA has
partnered with Emirates (in one form
or another since 1997), and in the
coming months the carriers plan to
develop their ties on more domestic
and regional flights within Africa as
SAA expands its operations.
Some analysts argue the
dominance of Middle Eastern
carriers is not necessarily a threat to
African airlines. While the likes of
Emirates and Qatar Airways serve
vast networks around the world, their
penetration into Africa is limited by
market sizes and local knowledge
and sales networks. “Developing
codeshare and interline partnerships
with them can help African airlines,
including smaller regional operators,
play a meaningful role in passenger
flows out of Africa,” said Drawer.
Emirates has been working hard
to restore its pre-pandemic network
and capacity in Africa, with the
resumption of flights to Algiers taking
the African network to more than
20 destinations, and the redeployed
A380 now serves destinations
including Cairo and Johannesburg.
But the airline insists it does not have
ambitions to rival African carriers,
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ABOVE • Asky Airlines
has headquarters in
Lomé, Togo and includes
Ethiopian Airlines
as a main shareholder
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despite the continent being a “strategic
focus and a very important anchor of
our future network”. A spokesperson
explained: “We aren’t concerned about
the activities of our competitors and
are focused on gradually growing our
own operations to pre-pandemic levels

in line with demand. As an industry
we are working together to get
through this crisis, evidenced in the
numerous tie-ups and partnerships
we have entered into with a number
of African carriers, such as restarting
our commercial agreement with

SAA and entering into new interline
and codeshare partnerships with
Airlink, CemAir and FlySafair, which
have added 79 cities beyond our own
gateways across the continent.”
Emirates is eyeing central Africa
as a region that is particularly
underserved, with the airline “closely
looking at developing traffic flows
from cities through our partners
in Africa to ensure we are tapping
into demand as well as providing
customers more choice”.
The AFRAA, which represents the
interests of more than 40 African
carriers, is supportive of closer ties
with larger and more profitable foreign
companies. “Globally, airlines are
constantly developing innovative
ways to drive partnership benefits
and African airlines should be no
exception,” the spokesperson told
Airliner World.
Africa has seen a growing
number of equity partnerships and
management contracts (such as
Ethiopian Airlines-ASKY and Precision
Air-Kenya Airways) as small airlines
seek commercial, technical and
management expertise from more
established carriers, either from within
or outside Africa. Closer collaboration
and consolidation among African
carriers is viewed by many as a
mechanism to overcome some of the
challenges of sustainability of airlines
across the continent.
An added complexity to Africa’s
aviation landscape is the so-called ‘flag
carrier mindset’, which analysts say
results in too great a focus on forming
or protecting a national airline, at the
expense of new and nimble operators.
As such, new national airlines emerge

FAR LEFT • Private sector
carriers such as Air Peace
of Nigeria have sought to
shake up the status quo
AIRTEAMIMAGES.COM/
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Uganda Airlines
showcased one of its two
A330-800neo jets at the
Dubai Airshow in 2021
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frequently. Air Cote d’Ivoire, the
country’s flag carrier, was launched
in 2012, succeeding its predecessor,
which became bankrupt a year
earlier, while Uganda relaunched its
national carrier, Uganda Airlines,
in 2019 in a bid to rival Ethiopian
Airlines in east Africa.
Air Nigeria, the proposed national
carrier for Africa’s most populous
nation, is expected to launch in the
spring. Analysts argue that these
ventures are important, but
should be seen as part of a wider
aviation mix.

Money talks
A busy afternoon apron at
Bamako in Mali presents
a chance to see regional
and long-haul carriers
AIRTEAMIMAGES.COM/AB II

Concern about the ‘flag carrier
mindset’ is shared by Mark Tierney,
an expert on African aviation and
chief executive of Dublin-based
consultancy Crabtree Capital, who
contends that the best way to unlock
Africa’s aviation potential is by

enabling carriers to source “right-size,
mission-suitable, affordable aircraft”.
On a continent where the average
fleet ages are the highest globally (at
14.3 years in 2020, compared with
9.5 years in the Asia-Pacific region,
according to figures recorded
by Statista), investing in modern
aircraft brings myriad benefits – from
cost savings to reputational and
safety improvements.
Tierney, a member of the Aero Club
of East Africa, said some carriers were
held back by inadequate fleets which
saw them forced to “compromise”
on routes and aircraft, leading to
diminished load factors which
dented profitability. His commercial
aircraft finance enterprise (CAFE),
which markets itself as Africa’s only
dedicated supplier of civilian aircraft
to commercially viable airlines, is on
a mission to provide public-private
aircraft financing and leasing
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services that support growth within
the sector.
Tierney said that intra-Africa
travel was currently “inefficient,
inconvenient and expensive” with
carriers using “wrong-sized aircraft”
and struggling to source “rightsized aircraft”. He said: “There's an
enormous increase in the working
age population coming. If Africa is a
trillion dollar economy, and if we all
agree that the air transport system
is inadequate, that's already billions
and billions of dollars forfeited every
year, because the economy is not
served as well as it could be by the air
transport system."

Airfare condundrum

“African airlines tend not to prioritise
offering the lowest possible fares in
Africa," he continued, ”because if
they think that there's an extra dollar
in the pocket to be earned from
the passenger into Africa, they'll
take it given that they're under so
much pressure on intercontinental
routes. There have been countless
opportunities missed because intraAfrican air fares are so high, and
that's been the case for a long time.
Frankly, airlines do so for their own
good reasons, survival is number
one. Even their survival is in question
now because of a terrible decade of
losses, and then [the pandemic] on
top.” Tierney said what was needed
was a “major change agent or a
major facilitator, and nothing works
quite as well as smart money. Even if
airlines wanted to exploit open skies,
and had the opportunity to do so,
they're somewhat curtailed by their
weak balance sheets.”
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Air Senegal is one of the
continent's carriers to
have revolutionised its
fleet in recent years
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Royal Air Maroc joined
oneworld in 2020 as
the alliance's first
full member from Africa
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So could Kenya Airways' partnership
with SAA, another alliance or a new
airline group spawn a truly panAfrican carrier? Regulatory, financial
and infrastructure challenges
have held the African aviation
industry from fulfilling its immense
potential. According to Lufthansa
Consulting partners Drawer and
Chandrasekhar, any partnership is a
“strong step towards broader industry
consolidation and in keeping with
an accelerating trend of partnerships
and joint ventures/investments”.
In their view, while a pan-African
carrier is a long way off, industry
observers are likely to see much
more co-operation among airlines in
Africa in the near future. This
will lead to mutually beneficial

outcomes – better market coverage,
capacity and fare discipline as
well as shared resources such as
maintenance, repair, and operations
(MRO) and training centres.
“At the end of the day, it will lead
to a more stable and sustainable
group of African carriers that can
collectively serve passengers across
the continent,” they added.
While many countries continue to
focus on developing their flag
carriers, and slow progress is made
on implementing the SAATM, an air
transport network befitting of a
continent of Africa’s size and
importance appears unlikely in the
short- to medium-term, let alone a
single airline emerging as a truly
pan-African entity.

